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Context
The  market has been marked by a constant 

 for years now. This unparalleled evolution 
made any market operator face new  
challenges.

delivery
growth

complex
cube Increasing hurdle to guarantee effective 

delivery management

trees Need for costs and environmental impact 
minimization

truck-loading Need for truckload optimization and 
drivers’ time reduction
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One solution for all needs
Kodelivery is designed to optimize all sides of your delivery service  
and its stakeholders' activities:

user-tie delivery manager

 Faster delivery and fleet 
managemen

 Easier orchestration of a 
manually unmanageable amount 
of delivery constraints

truck driver

 Rapid directions, without faults, 
per transportation mod

 Exact ETA (including real load time, 
stops and working time)

building organization

 Easier supply chain management 
(from production to delivery

 Ongoing optimization (thanks to 
KPI tracking)
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Kodelivery

Kodelivery
Kodelivery is a logistics optimization 
platform based on an Artificial 
Intelligence engine. Therefore it 
automatically manages all aspects  
of your delivery service.



Benefits

Planning speed up

All workflow’s aspects merging in one platform

Fuel cost savings

Delivery time decrease

Greater sustainability  
and CO2 emissions’ reduction

Kodelivery brings unrivalled benefits 
with concrete effects on your activity 

, by reducing its 
environmental .
performances

impact
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A ready-to-use 
solution
A lot of ready to use functionalities are 
available in Kodelivery, to optimize your 
work right away.

location In bulk addresses geolocation 

spell-check Addresses normalization

comment-alt-lines Planned routes journal for drivers

sync Rescheduling

list-ol Delivery queue optimization

chart-bar KPI tracking and analytics dashboard
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Ready-to-use features



conveyor-belt-alt Orders’ sort

truck Fleets management

calendar-exclamation Time windows

dolly Loading time per type of parcel/good

route Maximum time/distance

A flexible tool

Kodelivery AI engine allows to always find 
the best solutions, all constraints accounted. 
Accordingly most of these parameters can 
be set up via backend to meet your needs:

Kodelivery

Tunable Features



Custom 
optimizations
Kodelivery is totally customizable with 

, answering to any of your needs, 
though seamlessly integrating with Kodelivery 
technical environment.

tailor 
made features

How can I have my customer care interacting 
in real time with my delivery service?

What if I have more than one depot?  
How to manage loading and unloading 
operations?

Might specific vehicle profiles  
be created?
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Custom Features



CRM and ERP 
integration

Kodelivery can be  with the main 

 in the market. Hence it can be released on 
your servers (internal cloud) and, therefore, secure 
real time alignment among deliveries, warehouse  
and any other step of your workflow.

fully integrated ERP 
softwares
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Navigation and 
communication


Communications drivers

mobile 
app

 with  and real time 
rescheduling are granted through a swift web-based 
interface. Indeed a branded and tailor-made 

 can be developed for your team.
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Plans
 Trial Free Premium Enterprisemedal

Manual destinations’ import



In bulk addresses import



In bulk addresses geolocation and normalization on clients’ DB



Route optimization 
(Delivery queue optimization, shortest/fastest path, best route per type of vehicle,  
time windows)



ETA based on personalized parameters 
(load-unload time, max driving time, max vehicle time, downtime)



Optimization based on custom constraints

(e.g. specific vehicle profile, multiple warehouse, non-stop load-unload operations)



Real time traffic data integration



Orders’ sort on custom constraints



Efficient loading



Custom functionalities and parameters



ERP-CRM integration



Hosting on premises



Constraints’ management backend



Route’s journal for drivers



Integrated communications with customer care



Analytics

 VIA MOBILE

BASE

VIA MOBILE/WEB SERVICE

CHIAVE

MOBILE APP + CUSTOMER CARE

AVANZATI

Test Kodelivery for free to plan  
your daily deliveries
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Contact us.

Andrea Zedda 


a.zedda@kode-solutions.net

+39 328 3774480

BU Logistic & Mobility

Chiara Viganò 


c.viganò@kode-solutions.net

+39 379 2256624

Sales & Business Development

Marco Calderisi

m.calderisi@kode-solutions.net

+39 329 0699812

 

CEO


Marina Marra 


m.marra@kode-solutions.net

+39 327 2290685
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